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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements are true regarding Kits?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. If your organization imports requisitions, those
requisitions can contain kits.
B. They can be exported
C. Kits are a concept available only in the catalog
D. They can be created by data load
Answer: C,D
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which description of route list digit manipulation behavior in
Cisco unified Communications Manager is true?
A. Called part transformations at route list level is reflected
on the display of the calling phone
B. Called party transformation at route list level is replaced
by called party transformations at route pattern level
C. Called party transformations at route list level is not
shown on the display of the calling phone
D. Only called party transformation is available at route list
level
E. Digit manipulations occur once per route list

Answer: A
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